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BIDIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE SPECTRA OF FIVE ANTARCTIC LIGHT- 
DARK ORDINARY CHONDRITES. D.T. Britt (Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University 
of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721) and C.M. Pieters (Department of Geological Sciences, Brown 
University, Providence, RI 029 12) 

Introduction: The discovery of meteorites on ablation surfaces of the antarctic ice cap has 
greatly expanded the supply of recovered meteorites and provided a glimpse of the meteorite 
flux over the last 101'-106 years. Although the differences between the antarctic and non-antarctic 
populations are the subject of controversy, most meteorite types found in the non-antarctic 
collections are replicated to some extent in the antarctic population. Two sub-types of ordinary 
chondrites, the black and gas-rich ordinary chondrites have attracted interest as samples of 
regolith soil and examples of the spectral effects of shock processes. Spectral data from both of 
these meteorite sub-types have been used for the study of the spectral effects of asteroidal 
surface processes. In hand sample these meteorites are characterized by either a general 
darkening of the sample or by a lighddark structure of light clasts set in a dark, fine-grained 
mamx. This lighddark structure is often a good indication of a meteorite that is rich in solar 
wind implanted gases. In this paper we report the results of a spectral study of five antarctic 
ordinary chondrites with lightldark structure. These meteorites were identified as "unusual" by 
the curators of the Antarctic Meteorite Collection [I]. 
Discussion: Of the five meteorites studied, four are H-chondrites and one is an L-chondrite. All 
the meteorites are classified by the Antarctic Collection Curators as weathering category B 
which is defined as "moderate rustiness; large rust haloes occur on metal particles and rust stains 
on internal fractures are extensive" [2]. Examination of the chip samples and crushed powders 
under binocular microscope confirmed this classification with the exception of EET 82609 
which appeared to be much more weathered than the other samples. Lighddark structure was 
apparent in all samples. In the H-chondrites the lighddark material was intermixed on a 
millimeter scale and it was not possible to prepare separates of light and dark material. The L- 
chondrite, ALHA 77215 did have discreet light and dark areas, so separates of this material were 
prepared. In all cases the meteorites were crushed in a clean ceramic mortar and dry sieved to a 
particle size of less than 125 mm. Bidirectional reflectance spectra over the wavelength range of 
0.3-2.6 mm was obtained using the RELAB facility at Brown University. Shown in Figure 1 
are the spectra of the light and dark areas of the L3-6 chondrites ALHA 77215. This meteorite 
is perhaps the least weathered of the sample set and clearly shows a 20% reduction in reflectance 
between the light and dark areas. Shown in Figure 2 are the spectra of ALHA 78085 and 
ALHA 78108. Both samples are H5's, but the difference in reflectance may be due to two 
factors. First, ALHA 78108 contains about 70% dark material while ALHA 78085 contains 
only about 40% dark material. Second, ALHA 78085 also has evaporite mineral deposits visible 
in hand sample. Evaporites tend to have high reflectances and this could contribute to ALHA 
78085's relatively high reflectance. Shown in Figure 3 are the spectra of META 78010 and 
EET 82609. Although EET 82609 is apparently the most weathered of the five samples its 
reflectance is still in the range of the other dark meteorites. META 78010's brighter spectrum 
may be due, like ALHA 78085, to the presence of extensive evaporate mineral deposits. 
In general, the lighddark antarctic ordinary chondrites show spectral characteristics similar to 
their non-antarctic counter-parts [ 3 ] .  However, weathering, especially the presence of evaporate 
minerals, has a major effect on the spectra of these meteorites. More work needs to be done to 
separate the weathering and evaporate signatures from the spectra of meteorite finds. 
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Figure 1: Reflectance 
spectra of the light and dark 
areas of ALHA 77215. 

Figure 2: Reflectance 
spectra of ALHA 78085 and 
ALHA 78108. 
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Figure 3: Reflectance 
spectra of META 78010 and 
EET 82609. 
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